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pillars and in the diadems of the kings. Banners of many colours
hang from the columns. The roll of a drum announces the opening
of the show. A chorus chants welcome and pays homage to gods,
brahmins and kings. The director recites the opening blessing,
turns toward the wings and summons' an actress; talks with her
a moment and calls for a song to charm the audience. The two
lovely figures stationed before the curtain draw its folds apart, and
Dushyanta, bow and arrows in hand, is seen mounted in his chariot.
... He and his charioteer approach the hermitage and the king* At
the sound of girls' voices curiosity thrills the spectators, for Shakun-
tala, daughter of an apsara and creation of Kalidasa, is the incarna-
tion of all charms. Will the actress be able to realise the ideal and
to satisfy the connoisseur? She appears, clad in a simple tunic of
bark which at once hides and reveals her form. The lines of her
face, her large eyes, languorous and dark, her ample bosom and her
delicate arms, leave the imagination to complete her charms. Her
attitude, her gestures, ravish the heart and eyes, and when she speaks
her voice is a song. The court of Vikramaditya trembles with a
serene and deep emotion: a new masterpiece has just put on im-
mortality,
It is indeed a noble poem, loosely knit as drama, but
•with unforgettable scenes of love and courtship, and like
all the work of Kalidasa it abounds in rich imagery and in
fine appreciation of nature. Our illustrative passages may
be taken as typical They are in themselves a corrective
of Fa Hian's description of magic begging-bowls and of
the austere life of Buddhist scholars, and remind us that
India, like the rest of the world, rejoices in the loves of men
and women and in the secular as well as the religious.
II
Monasteries were only some of many centres of its
teeming life* These Fa Hian found flourishing greatly in
northern India. He saw the great Stupa of Kanishka near
Peshawar, rediscovered for us by another brilliant French-
man, who found it by following on the map the footsteps
of Fa Hian* When he crossed the Indus he found many
more monasteries: at Mathura, which has since become a
veritable Holy Land of Hinduism, he saw some twenty

